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10Days Fairyland of Mt. Wudang Being
Mysterious Ethereal and Shennongjia

+Ancient Town Xiangyang Jingzhou
TOUR CODE: WUH10C

High Light:

 Mount Wudang is World Cultural Heritage Site. The mountain having been
regarded as”there is no other place like Wudang, and it is the first celestial
mountain in the world.”
 Nanyan Palace the most beautiful spot among the 36 rock cliffs of Mt.Wudang.
It shows the wisdom and ingenious skills of the ancient craftsmen.
 Yellow Crane Tower landmark of Wuhan city, one of the most renowned
towers south of the Yangtze River.
D1：Singapore
Wuhan/Yellow Crane Tower
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(D) Accommodation: Dorsett Hotel or sinmilar 4*

Assemble at Singapore Changi International Airport for your flight to Wuhan. Upon arrival, visit Yellow Crane Tower, after that
transfer to hotel. After the dinner, enjoy your shopping at Jianghan Road Walk Street.

D2：Wuhan/East Lake/Hubei Museum（B,L,D） Accommodation: Dorsett Hotel or similar 4*
After breakfast, process to visit East Lake. East Lake, the biggest scenery tourist attraction in
Wuhan and also the largest lake within a city in China, is located on the south bank of the Yangtze
River and in the east suburb of Wuchang. After that, visit Hubei Museum.
D3：Wuhan/Xiang Yang/Gu Longzhong/Wudangshan（B,L,D）
Accommodation:Taiji Hotelor similar 4*
After breakfast,process to Ciangyang. Upon arrival,Vist Gu Longzhong. After that,proceed to Wudang Mountain, one of
the holy land of Taoism, is famous for its Taijiquan, a unique style of Chinese Kung Fu. The grandiose ancient building
complex in the mountain was listed on the World Heritage List in 1994. The palaces and temples are in a tight structure,
reasonable layout, showing the architectural achievements of the Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties. Most buildings were
constructed during the Period Yongle (1403 - 1424) of the Ming Dynasty.
D4：Mt.Wudang/Nanyan palace（龙头香）/ Purple Cloud Palace / Golden Summit（B，L，D）

Accommodation: Laoying Hotel or similar4*
After breakfast,proceed to Nanyan Palace. It is the most beautiful spot among the 36 rock cliffs. Rebuilt Ming
Dynasty, and there were palaces, pavilions and Taoist houses which have over 150 bays of structures. It shows the wisdom
and ingenious skill of the ancient craftsmen. Next to visit Purple Cloud Palace, it is the most famous palace on the mountain
range, it is the largest of the palace on Mt.Wudang.
Golden Summit—Tianzhu Peak, the highest attraction about 1612 meters above sea level, where the striking silhouette of a
massive Golden Summit dominates the skyline and stir up your imagination. Every surrounding peak are bowing to it, forming
the extraordinary sight of “72 peaks bowing to Tianzhu”.

D5：Mt Wudang/Shennongjia （B，L，D）

Accommodation: Shennong Hotel or similar

After breakfast process to Shennongjia. On the way we will visit View of Ancient Ba People unique custom – Cliff. Gaolan
Scenic Area: Mt WoFoshan, to known life situation of the Three Gorges migrants. Visit Shennong altar. Shennong altar,
because Shennongjia Shennong ancestors was a taste of local herbs grass, to commemorate the great achievements of
his life, so that descendants of generations of worship, it is poised to build on this altar. The entire area within the green
hills, beautiful and quiet. View Tianshengqiao area.

D6：Shennongjia

（B，L，D）

Accommodation: Jiuhu Hotel or similar

After breakfast, coach to Shennongjia. Shennongjia is considered a sacred green land where primitive natural ecology is well
preserved. In 1986, with the approval of the State Council, Shennongjia became the National Nature Reserve of Forests and
Wild Animal Species. In 1990, UNESCO accepted it into the Protection Plan for Man and Nature.
We visit Shennongjia Nature Reserve includes Xiaolongtan, Fengjingya, hiking in the Shilin Banbuyan, Shennongding.

D7 ： Shennongjia/Dajiuhu Lake/Yichang/Jingzhou
（ B ， L ， D ） Accommodation: Jingwei Hotel 5*
Go to Dajiuhu lake national wetland scenic spot. In 2009, Dajiuhu lake won the No.1 of the China
National Wetland Park, "the most beautiful of the six National Wetland Park". After then we went
to Jingzhou.
D8：Jingzhou/Wuhan
（B，L，D）
Accommodation: Dorsett Hotel or similar 4*
After breakfast,go to Jingzhou Acient Town.visit Jingzhou Museum.Next,coach to Wuhan.Upon
arrival,visit Jianghan Road for shopping.
D9：Wuhan/Guiyan Temple/ Yu myth Park（B,L,D）
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After breakfast,go to Guiyuan Buddhist Temple.
Yu myth Park is Wuhan Hanyang part marshland located Hanyang Qingchuan Pavilion and the Wuhan
Yangtze River Bridge over the Yangtze River between marshland, is Yu myth carved sculpture.
D10:Wuhan
Singapore(B)
Transfer to airport for flight to Singapore.

Remark：
1) The sequence of the tour programme may be re-arranged by the local tour operators as deemed necessary
or when there is a re-schedule of the domestic flights. Any discrepancies in information please refer to Chinese
itinerary.
2) The tours are not entitled for any refund or substitution for the missed tour programmes due to weather
condition.
3) No shopping, no additional tour.

